A significant feature of the cortical neuropathology of schizophrenia is a disturbance in the biogenesis of short non-coding microRNA (miRNA) that regulate translation and stability of mRNA. While the biological origin of this phenomenon has not been defined, it is plausible that it relates to major environmental risk factors associated with the disorder such as exposure to maternal immune activation (MIA) and adolescent cannabis use. To explore this hypothesis, we administered the viral mimic poly I:C to pregnant rats and further exposed some of their maturing offsprings to daily injections of the synthetic cannabinoid HU210 for 14 days starting on postnatal day 35. Whole-genome miRNA expression analysis was then performed on the left and right hemispheres of the entorhinal cortex (EC), a region strongly associated with schizophrenia. Animals exposed to either treatment alone or in combination exhibited significant differences in the expression of miRNA in the left hemisphere, whereas the right hemisphere was less responsive. Hemisphere-associated differences in miRNA expression were greatest in the combined treatment and highly over-represented in a single imprinted locus on chromosome 6q32. This observation was significant as the syntenic 14q32 locus in humans encodes a large proportion of miRNAs differentially expressed in peripheral blood lymphocytes from patients with schizophrenia, suggesting that interaction of early and late environmental insults may affect miRNA expression, in a manner that is relevant to schizophrenia.
INTRODUCTION
The post-mortem cortical neuropathology of schizophrenia is characterised by significant disturbances in the translation of large numbers of genes. The principal mechanisms involved in producing these diffuse yet wide-scale disturbances have been difficult to identify. Recent evidence, however, has suggested a role for small non-coding microRNA (miRNA).
1,2 These short noncoding sequences are recognised to have a critical role in modifying gene expression by repressing translation or inducing mRNA degradation. 3 A key feature of miRNA is the ability of one sequence to modulate the expression of a relatively large number of genes. It is this promiscuity that places miRNAs in an ideal position to drive the diffuse translational disturbances observed in schizophrenia. There have been a number of studies that have now shown that miRNAs have a central role in brain development [4] [5] [6] and cellular response to stress. [7] [8] [9] Despite this, there have been relatively few studies that have examined the relationship between major environmental risk factors for schizophrenia and cortical miRNA expression. Development of the mammalian brain involves a complex sequence 10 requiring precise temporal and spatial regulation of gene expression. 11 Environment-genome interactions, therefore, are vital to understand how environmental risk factors can influence neurodevelopmental processes.
One brain region strongly implicated in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia is the entorhinal cortex (EC), a region important for higher-level cognitive functioning, behaviours compromised in patients with schizophrenia. 12, 13 Post-mortem analyses of EC brain tissue in schizophrenia have been shown to display cytoarchitectural abnormalities, 14, 15 with evidence of abnormal development during early neonatal stages. 14, 16 In accordance with these findings, several neuroimaging studies have shown reduced EC volume in schizophrenia patients, [17] [18] [19] while both EC volume 19 and left EC cortical surface area 16 have been found to positively correlate with the severity of delusions in patients with schizophrenia. In the majority of studies, these alterations occur predominantly in the left hemisphere of the EC; however, the mechanisms behind these alterations are yet to be elucidated.
Maternal immune activation (MIA) is arguably one of the most significant and intensively investigated environmental phenomena associated with schizophrenia. In animal studies following prenatal treatment with the dsRNA viral mimic polyriboinosinicpolyribocytidilic acid (poly I:C), in vivo structural imaging demonstrates administration of poly I:C on gestational day (GD) 15 interferes with fetal brain development, leading to aberrant 1 postnatal brain development with structural abnormalities associated with schizophrenia. In poly I:C males, these abnormalities are evident by postnatal day (PND) 56 and are accompanied by an excessive response to acute amphetamine treatment, mimicking the exacerbation of psychotic symptoms in response to amphetamine in schizophrenia patients. 20 Following maternal poly I:C administration, Piontkewitz et al. 21 found that offspring had smaller volumes of the hippocampus, striatum and prefrontal cortex, whereas Zuckerman et al. 22 demonstrated histopathological abnormalities in the EC of adult rat offspring. Interestingly, in both cases, changes in the brain structure were accompanied by behavioral abnormalities that include disrupted latent inhibition. Several other reports indicate that prenatal administration of poly I:C induces behavioural abnormalities in offspring that include excessive behavioral switching 23 and impaired working memory, 24 deficits also observed in subjects with schizophrenia. 25 Recent studies suggest that MIA has a key role in determining the physiological and behavioral outcome of offspring, [26] [27] [28] inducing long-term effects on limbic volumes as well as cortical cytoarchitecture and structure during postnatal life. 21, 29 Interestingly, Ellman et al. 30 recently reported that fetal exposure to increased levels of the maternal cytokine interleukin-8 was associated with significant decreases in left EC volumes in subjects with schizophrenia.
While early environmental insults such as MIA have been strongly associated with increased risk for schizophrenia, current data indicate that human neurodevelopment is a protracted process continuing well into adolescence and early adulthood. 31 This ongoing development extends the opportunity for environmental perturbation, with numerous neuropathologies, including schizophrenia, manifesting at the end of adolescence and in early adulthood, a time of high synaptic density. During adolescence, changes in the maturing brain can have an impact on behavioral attributes, increasing the propensity to use drugs such as cannabis, 32 with various lines of evidence suggesting an association between adolescent drug use and long-term neurological consequences. 33 The main psychoactive component of cannabis, Δ 9 -tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), produces its effects in the brain by interacting with the cannabinoid receptor (CB 1 ). These receptors are also activated by endogenous cannabinoids (endocannabinoids). In the brain, endocannabinoid signalling regulates the function of both the immune and nervous systems via the CB 1 receptor, having a functional role in sustaining a protective and healthy central nervous system microenvironment. 34 During postnatal life, this signalling system has an important role in brain organisation, critically modulating both memory processing and emotional responses. Accordingly, current animal research suggests that exposure to cannabinoid compounds during development can induce long-lasting changes in both cognitive and emotional behaviors. 35 The potent CB 1 agonist HU210 [3-
36 is known to mimic the biphasic pharmacological profile observed following the administration of THC or cannabis preparations 37 and has demonstrated a high degree of correlation between its ability to bind to CB 1 receptors and its efficacy in producing in vivo effects. 38 Although much more potent than THC, the dose of HU210 used in many animal studies produces near maximal behavioral effects similar to 10 mg kg − 1 THC. 39 Human cannabis users on average smoke 0.2-40 cannabis cigarettes per day, 40 with up to 50% of the THC content being absorbed into the bloodstream. 41 THC content can vary immensely between different sources and preparations of cannabis, with potency increasing dramatically in the past 50 years; 41 however, smoking an average joint is believed to result in the ingestion of up to 35 mg of THC. For a 70-kg human, this equates to 0.5 mg kg − 1 THC. In this study, the dose of 100 μg kg − 1 HU210, which is 30-to 100-fold more potent than THC, equates to 3-10 mg kg − 1 THC.
However, although adolescent cannabis use has been determined to confer a twofold increase in the relative risk for psychotic disorder, 42, 43 only a minority of cannabis users will develop psychosis. It is therefore likely that interaction of cannabis with other genetic and/or environmental insults is needed to trigger the onset of psychotic or neurocognitive symptoms. This hypothesis is supported by recent evidence, which suggests that multiple factors are involved in the aetiology of schizophrenia, where early developmental disturbances enhance susceptibility to neurological disorders, and the activation or amplification of symptoms occur only after a pathological response to a secondary factor. 44, 45 In the present study, we examine the role of miRNA in the EC of late adolescent rats (PND 55) in response to an early developmental disturbance (MIA; poly I:C) alone and in combination with a later second insult (adolescent cannabinoid exposure; HU210). We report that prenatal poly I:C in combination with adolescent cannabinoid treatment induces an miRNA expression signature that is opposite to each of the single treatments alone, with a large proportion of this expression signature derived from a cluster of miRNA residing within the DLK1-DIO3 genomic region. This discovery has implications for our understanding of epigenetic regulation in response to environmental stressors and may also provide insight on the development of neurological disorders.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Neurodevelopmental model
Rat brain tissue was prepared as previously described. 46 Briefly, pregnant Wistar rats received an intravenous injection of 4 mg kg − 1 poly I:C or vehicle on GD 15. Poly I:C at this dose has been shown to provoke a systemic immune response in the pregnant dams, significantly increasing levels of tumour necrosis factor-α, interleukin-6 and corticosterone compared with vehicle-treated dams. 46 Beginning on PND 35, male offspring were treated daily with 100 μg kg − 1 of the synthetic cannabinoid, HU210, or vehicle for 14 days. This dosage has been shown to be most effective for producing the physiological and behavioral symptoms associated with THC in humans. 39, [46] [47] [48] Animals were euthanized on PND 55 and their brains were removed, frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at − 80°C. In rats, PND 55 corresponds to the period of human late adolescence, and in this animal model has been shown to be consistent with the appearance of structural alterations in the brain. 20 All handling of animals and procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation.
RNA extraction and analysis of integrity Brains were removed from − 80°C and placed at − 20°C overnight before being placed on a stage chilled with dry ice and allowed to slightly thaw (maximum 5 min). A scalpel was used to make manual coronal sections of 1.5-to 2.0-mm thickness expected to correspond to 4.8-to 8.0-mm posterior to the Bregma in adult rat brain. According to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson, 49 this area encompasses the lateral EC, located immediately lateral to the external branch of the external capsule and~1 mm dorsal from the base of the brain, which was set as the tip of posteromedial cortical amygdala nucleus. From this coronal section, the entire lateral EC of both hemispheres was dissected using the rhinal fissure and the external branch of the external capsule as anatomical landmarks. As the left EC is predominantly altered in schizophrenia, we removed both cortices to compare miRNA expression between hemispheres. The dissected tissue was immediately homogenised, and total RNA extracted from biological replicates (n = 5 per group) of poly I:C-treated, HU210-treated, combined poly I:C/HU210-treated and vehicle-only-treated animals using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) as described previously. 50 RNA concentration and purity were assessed using the Agilent small RNA kit in the 2100 Bioanalyser according to the manufacturer's instructions (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). RNA integrity numbers were automatically calculated with the provided system software. 51 All samples showed RNA integrity number values superior to 8.8.
Labelling and hybridisation for microarray analysis
Total RNA (700-1000 ng) was labelled using a FlashTag Biotin HSR RNA labelling kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Genisphere, Hatfield, PA, USA). Labelled RNA was hybridised to the Affymetrix Genechip miRNA 2.0 microarrays for 16 h at 48°C and 60 r.p.m. in a hybridisation oven (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA), washed and stained with Fluidics Station 450 (Affymetrix). Hybridisation, wash and stain reagents were from the Hyb, Wash and Stain kit (Affymetrix). Arrays were scanned with Affymetrix GeneChip Scanner 3000 7G (Affymetrix) and the data were imported into GeneSpring GX 11.0 (Agilent Technologies) for statistical analysis. Differential miRNA expression was assessed as having a minimum twofold difference in either directions between treatment and controls with the threshold for significance at Po0.05.
Quantitative reverse transcription-PCR
Validation of differentially expressed miRNA was performed using quantitative reverse transcription-PCR on a subset of the differentially expressed miRNA. Briefly, 500 ng of sample RNA was treated with DNase-I (Invitrogen), and multiplex reverse transcription was performed with Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen), a 3-nmol l − 1 mix of miRNA sequence-specific primers and primers for small nucleolar RNAs (for primer sequences, see Supplementary Table 1 ). Triplicate reactions were set up in a 96-well format with the epMotion 5070-automated pipetting system (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and carried out with the Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA) 7500 real-time PCR machine. Relative quantification was assessed using the formula 2 − Δ C t . 52 The delta C t was calculated by subtracting the C t of the endogenous controls (geometric mean of small nucleolar RNA) from the C t of the miRNA.
Validation of differentially expressed genes was performed using a predesigned TaqMan Gene Expression Assay (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) as described previously. 53 Briefly, 500 ng of total cellular RNA was treated with DNase I, and random-primed reverse transcription was performed with Superscript II reverse transcriptase (both Invitrogen, Life Technologies). Quadruplicate reactions were set up in a 96-well format using the epMotion 5070-automated pipetting system (Eppendorf) and carried out using the Applied Biosystems 7500 real-time PCR machine. All primer pairs were from Applied Biosystems: Mef2c (myocyte enhancer factor-2c): rn01494046_m1; Mef2d: Rn00578329_m1; Gusb: Rn00566655_m1; Hmbs: Rn00565886_m1. Gene expression was normalised to the geometric mean of control β-glucuronidase (Gusb) and hydroxymethylbilane synthase (Hmbs), and relative gene expression was calculated using the formula 2 − Δ C t . Statistical significance of differential miRNA and mRNA expression between treatment and control samples were assessed using the Student's t-test with the threshold for significance at Po0.05.
Target gene prediction and pathway analyses
Putative target genes were identified using the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software (IPA; Ingenuity Systems, www.ingenuity.com). The miRNA Target Filter in IPA uses experimentally validated interactions from TarBase and miRecords, a large number of miRNA-related findings from the peerreviewed literature, as well as predicted miRNA-mRNA interactions from TargetScan to identify putative mRNA targets. Predicted targets of differentially expressed miRNAs were assessed for enrichment in gene ontology categories and involvement in biologic pathways using IPA and the Gene Annotation Tool to Help Explain Relationships (GATHER; available at http://gather.genome.duke.edu/) online database. 
Differential expression and statistical analysis
Expression data were analysed using two-way analysis of variance with Benjamini Hochberg multiple comparison testing with a Tukey's post hoc test (GeneSpring GX 11.5; Agilent Technologies). The threshold for significance was determined with respect to the fold change. A fold change of ⩽ 2 or ⩾ 2 (Po0.05) was considered as significantly altered. Statistical significance analysis was assessed using one-way or two-way analysis of variance with Benjamini Hochberg multiple comparison testing (Prism software version 5.0; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). A value of P o0.05 was considered significant. The Tukey-HSD test with a level of significance set at Po0.05 was used for post hoc comparisons. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was performed in Cluster (Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, USA). 55 Data were log-transformed and median centred by genes. Genes and arrays were clustered, correlation uncentred, by average linkage clustering and visualised through Java Treeview V.1.1.6r2 (http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net). 56 RESULTS miRNA expression analysis miRNA expression in the EC was analysed following treatment with poly I:C and the synthetic cannabinoid HU210, both alone and in combination, using Affymetrix Genechip miRNA 2.0 microarrays. Statistical analysis revealed a significant effect of treatment and a significant interaction between hemisphere and treatment on miRNA expression (Figures 1a-e) . When comparing miRNA expression in the EC of treated groups compared with vehicle-treated controls, all treatments induced significant alterations in miRNA expression; however, surprisingly these alterations in expression occurred predominantly in the left hemisphere ( Figure 1a ; Supplementary Table 2 ). In total, 30 miRNA displayed altered expression following treatment with several miRNAs unique to each treatment group. Animals exposed to MIA alone were observed to have 21 differentially expressed miRNA, whereas the adolescent cannabinoid-exposure-only group had seven miRNAs with differential expression. The combination treatment was similar to the MIA-only group, with 18 differentially expressed miRNA compared with the untreated control group.
Nine miRNAs with differential expression were unique to animals exposed to MIA alone, including miR-148b-3p, miR-379*, miR-384-5p, miR-352, let-7f, miR-598-3p, miR-542-5p, miR-325-3p and miR-770. By contrast, in the adolescent cannabinoid-exposure group, only miR-23a was unique displaying a 2.85-fold upregulation with respect to the control group (P = 2.02E − 02). The combination treatment was similar to the MIA-only group, with eight differentially expressed miRNAs unique to that treatment group including pre-miR-214, miR-431, miR-370, miR-330*, miR-125a-3p, miR-708*, miR-665 and miR-301b. Four miRNAs with significantly altered expression were common to all three treatment groups, miR-340, miR-374, miR-300 and miR-499. Interestingly, miR-340 and miR-499 are differentially expressed in the superior temporal gyrus in schizophrenia. 57, 58 To further investigate the apparent hemispheric bias on miRNA expression, we compared expression between the left and right hemispheres following treatment. This revealed that poly I:Ctreated animals that were also exposed to HU210 during adolescence had the greatest number of differentially expressed miRNAs, with 54 displaying a difference between hemispheres, compared with animals exposed to HU210 only and poly I:C only, with two and three altered miRNAs, respectively (Figures 1b-e; Supplementary Table 3 ). This included a number of brain-enriched miRNAs including miR-134, miR-148b and miR-7. Seven of the differentially expressed miRNAs were further analysed using quantitative reverse transcription-PCR on the basis of strong differential expression on the microarray and/or biological significance. The results were highly concordant with the microarray analysis, with expression levels of all seven miRNAs confirmed to be significantly altered following treatment (Figures  2a-d) . Three miRNAs including miR-134, miR-323-5p and miR-370-3p were confirmed to have significantly altered expression between brain hemispheres in the two-hit group (Figures 2a  and b) , and five miRNAs, miR-431, miR-540-3p, miR-370, miR-668 and miR-148b-3p, were shown to have significantly altered expression following MIA and subsequent adolescent cannabinoid exposure as compared with non-treated controls (Figures 2c and  d) .
Effects between treatments on miRNA expression When clustered by expression and visualised by heat map (Figure 3a) , unsupervised clustering of differentially expressed miRNA in the left hemisphere was characterized by the segregation of the participants into two main groups, in which poly I:Conly-treated animals and rats exposed to HU210 alone in adolescence showed similar expression, in contrast to the twohit animals that clustered with the non-treated controls. Data were sorted into two visible clusters where miRNA expression in the two-hit group displayed a significantly opposite trend (P o 0.0001), up or down, compared with poly I:C-only-treated animals and rats exposed to HU210 alone in adolescence (Figure 3b ). To further investigate the effects of the combined treatments on miRNA expression, miRNA expression was compared between the single-hit groups and combined treatment group. In the left hemisphere, comparison of miRNA expression between the poly I:C-only and the combined treatment group revealed an even greater difference with 67 miRNAs with differential expression. Similarly, when we compared the combined treatment group to those exposed to HU210 only, 60 miRNAs were revealed (Supplementary Tables 4 and 5 ). There were 57 miRNAs in common to both these analyses, suggesting that the combined treatment is altering a common subset of miRNA. By contrast, in the right hemisphere, comparison of miRNA expression between the poly I:C-only and the combined treatment groups revealed only one miRNA with differential expression, miR-330-3p. Similarly, comparison of miRNA expression between the HU210-only and the combined treatment groups revealed two miRNAs with differential expression, miR-153 and miR-344-3p.
Differential miRNA expression on chromosome 6q32
The most surprising observation from the microarray analysis was the high proportion of differentially expressed miRNAs identified, which were structurally associated by their genomic position to the long arm of chromosome 6 (6q32). All of these miRNAs reside within two closely neighbouring segments and encode at least 45 miRNA genes, of which 20 were differentially expressed in the left hemisphere (Figure 4a ). This indicated that~44% of the miRNAs expressed at this locus were significantly altered following treatment with poly I:C alone, HU210 alone or a combination of both (Supplementary Table 2 ), whereas 27% demonstrated significant differences in expression between the left and right hemispheres in the offspring of poly I:C-treated animals that were also exposed to HU210 during adolescence. Furthermore, when we examined miRNAs expressed in this cluster that were not significantly altered after correction for multiple testing, a further five miRNAs, or 11% (miR-299, miR-341, miR-410, miR-485 and miR-539), also displayed differential expression following treatment with either poly I:C alone, HU210 alone or a combination of both.
We next examined expression of Mef2 transcription factors as they have been shown to regulate expression of miRNA in the 6q32 cluster. 60 We found that expression of Mef2c was significantly downregulated 9.9-fold (P = 0.026) following MIA combined with adolescent HU210 exposure, whereas Mef2d was significantly downregulated 7.6-fold (P = 0.037) following HU210 exposure alone and downregulated 4.4-fold (P = 0.045) following MIA combined with adolescent HU210 exposure ( Figure 4b Target prediction and pathway analysis for miRNA altered in the left hemisphere Events that affect miRNA expression have the potential to alter many regulatory networks, as each miRNA has the ability to modify the expression of hundreds of genes. In order to understand potential functional relevance of changes in miRNA expression in the left hemisphere following treatment, putative miRNA target genes of the differentially expressed miRNA were identified and subjected to pathway analysis using the IPA software (Ingenuity Systems) and GATHER. 54 The offspring of rats administered poly I:C only had enrichment (Po 0.0001) of predicted target genes in several pathways including mitogenactivated protein (MAP) kinase signalling, oxidative phosphorylation and focal adhesion (Supplementary Table 6 ). Animals administered HU210 only during adolescence also displayed enrichment (P o0.0001) of predicted target genes in the MAP kinase signalling pathway (Supplementary Table 6 ). The combination of MIA and adolescent cannabinoid exposure showed enrichment (P o0.0001) of predicted target genes in the MAP kinase signalling pathway, transforming growth factor-beta signalling pathway (P o 0.0001), Wingless/int (Wnt) signalling pathway and oxidative phosphorylation (Supplementary Table 6 ).
Target prediction and pathway analysis for miRNA altered between hemispheres When comparing the left hemisphere with the right hemisphere in poly I:C-treated animals that were also exposed to HU210 during adolescence, the gene ontology annotation provided highlighted processes such as development, neurogenesis and regulation of transcription as likely to be targeted by differentially expressed miRNA (Supplementary Table 7 ). There was also enrichment of target genes in the MAP kinase signalling pathway (Figure 4d ) in KEGG pathway annotation. When comparing the two-hit group to their respective single treatments, predicted target genes were found to be highly enriched in the oxidative phosphorylation pathway, Wnt signalling pathway and the MAP kinase signalling pathway. These pathways are involved in neurogenesis, neural activity and synaptic plasticity and have been repeatedly implicated in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.
Target prediction and pathway analysis for 6q32-associated miRNA In view of the high representation of the 6q32-associated miRNA, potential miRNA target genes and associated pathways relating to this region were also identified as described above. These analyses suggested that 6q32 miRNAs from the combination treatment group were also highly enriched in the MAP kinase signalling pathway (P = 0.0008). Gene ontology term analysis further highlighted MAP kinase activity, neuron recognition, neuron differentiation, neuron projection, synapse and regulation of gene expression (epigenetic) as likely targets of differentially expressed miRNA in the 6q32 cluster (Supplementary Table 8 ).
DISCUSSION
Post-mortem analyses of cortical miRNA expression in schizophrenia have identified significant changes, which most likely reflect both the underlying genetic background and epigenetic influences. Environmental factors that can cause epigenetic modifications are important in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia, yet despite this, there have been relatively few studies that have examined the relationship between environmental risk factors for schizophrenia and cortical miRNA expression. In the current study, we sought to investigate specifically how miRNA expression in the EC of the developing mammalian brain is affected by exposure to MIA, adolescent cannabinoid exposure or the dual insult of a combination of treatments.
Differential miRNA expression occurred predominantly in the left hemisphere When comparing the effect of treatment to that of vehicle-treated controls, all treatments induced alterations in miRNA expression, with the effects occurring predominantly in the left hemisphere (Figure 1a) . In addition, when comparing the effect of treatment Figure 3 . Hierarchical clustering of differentially expressed miRNA. (a) Expression data of miRNA differentially expressed in the left hemisphere of the entorhinal cortex (EC) following treatment (n = 5 per group) were subjected to hierarchical clustering (correlation uncentred, average linkage; Cluster 3.0). Blue indicates low expression and yellow indicates high expression. * denotes differentially expressed miRNA located on 6q32. Produced with Java Treeview 1.1.6r2 (http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net). 56 (b) Expression trends of miRNA within Clusters 1 and 2. For display purposes, expression was derived by calculating the geomean of signal intensity values for all miRNAs within each treatment group. All data were analysed for significance by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Tukey-Kramer's post hoc t-testing (*Po 0.05, **P o0.01, ***P o0.001 and ****Po 0.0001).
on miRNA expression between the left and right hemispheres, the majority of changes occurred in the left hemisphere following combined treatments (Figure 1b) . This is interesting as asymmetric anatomical abnormalities have been observed in the EC of subjects with schizophrenia, 14, 18 with smaller volumes occurring specifically in the left hemisphere. 19, 30 There have also been many reports of a loss of lateralization in schizophrenia. 61 While rodents display less lateralization than humans, recent studies observe significant hemispheric patterns, particularly in reference to behaviour and memory. In vivo imaging in rats demonstrates strong left hemispheric dominance for the processing of vestibular information involving the EC 62 with hemispheric lateralization central for processing taste saliency information. 63 There is also a left predominance for the activity of proteins related to the modulation of behaviour and memory in the hippocampus of the rats. 64 It is therefore plausible that some of these structural and functional lateralizations are supported by hemisphere-specific differences in gene-miRNA interactions. miRNAs have been shown to be crucial for establishing left-right asymmetries in the Caenorhabditis elegans nervous system 65 and may therefore have a role in anatomical and functional brain lateralizations. There is also some support for the role of miRNA expression asymmetry in brain laterality in the rat. 66 During neurodevelopment, miRNAs may influence the asymmetric and lateral projection of afferent connections from the EC to the hippocampus, which must enter in a layer-specific manner. 67 Effect of combined treatments on miRNA expression Comparison of miRNA expression between the combined group and MIA/cannabinoid alone revealed a large increase in the number of miRNA with differential expression. Interestingly, combination of MIA and adolescent cannabinoid exposure induced a response that was in the opposite direction to that observed in the MIA and adolescent cannabinoid-only groups (Figure 3; Supplementary Tables 4 and 5 ). This suggests that there is a regulatory relationship between the two environmental insults in the combined treatment, which leads to a change in the direction of the miRNA expression in the left EC. While the most significant overall change in miRNA expression was observed between each of the single insults and the combined treatments, the expression pattern in the combined treatment had more in common with the controls (Figure 3a) , suggesting that the response to a second insult had the effect of resetting the pattern. Although the mechanism behind this response in the double-treated animals is not known, it is plausible that the second insult in adolescence opens a regulatory opportunity for homeostatic repositioning of the post-transcriptional regulatory matrix. If this is the case, then the large difference between the single and double exposures suggests that there is also significant overcorrection that may also have neurobehavioral consequences.
While providing new insights into our understanding of environmental interactions, these findings only begin to scratch the surface of the complex interplay. There are still numerous unanswered questions. For example, are these results exclusive to this model? What do these findings mean for other two-hit studies in animal models? What are the human implications for cannabis abuse in individuals who were exposed to in utero infection? The challenge going forward will be to answer these questions while beginning to understand the interactions between in utero infection and adolescent cannabis use using more targeted strategies. Focus should be directed towards understanding specific regulatory influences modifying these environmentassociated miRNAs and their interactions with target genes. It is also critical to investigate the behavioral correlates in mature animals to observe their relationship with the molecular changes associated with these prenatal and early-life exposures.
In addition, while HU210 produces a number of similarities between animal and human behavior, including behavioral abnormalities, 48 an anxiogenic-like effect similar to that seen in humans elicited by marijuana or THC 38 and the persistence of enhanced emotional response to novel environments when the drug is discontinued, 38 it is possible that this variation may also be partially attributed to the more than 400 compounds found in cannabis, some of which may interact in complex ways with human brain processes. 37 Although marijuana contains many cannabinoids, the general consensus is that the major psychoactive effects are mediated by THC acting on CB 1 receptors, with cannabidiol possibly having a modulatory or ameliorative effect by an as-yet-uncertain mechanism.
Differentially expressed miRNAs are contained within an imprinted locus We identified several brain-enriched miRNAs including miR-134, miR-323 and miR-370 that were differentially expressed following treatment. The reduction of these miRNAs was particularly significant not only because of their roles in brain development and function 6, 68, 69 but also as a consequence of their position within the Dlk1-Dio3 domain in a cluster of differentially expressed miRNAs on chromosome 6q32. In humans, the syntenic locus 14q32 is imprinted such that the associated miRNAs are expressed only from the maternal chromosome. 70 This domain collectively comprises over 5% of known human miRNA genes and~40-50% of all known eutherian-specific miRNA. 70 All miRNA genes within this domain are processed from long non-coding RNAs only expressed from the maternal chromosome. 59, 71 The miRNAs are arranged within two clusters located in close proximity to each other, and their expression is confined mostly to the brain. The smaller cluster is transcribed and processed from a gene antisense to the paternally expressed retrotransposon-like gene Rtl1 (Figure 4a) . 71 Rtl1, also called Peg11 in sheep, displays homology with the Ty3/gypsy retrotransposon family and contains six miRNAs that have been shown to cause RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)-mediated cleavage of the Rtl1 sense transcript. 72 This suggests that the functions of miRNA contained within the Dlk1-Dio3 domain may not only be related to the posttranscriptional regulation of mRNA but may possibly be engaged in imprinting control. In sheep, miRNAs within this domain are thought to contribute to the polar overdominance phenomenon displayed by the Callipyge phenotype. 72, 73 Imprinting at the 14q32 region has been implicated in bipolar disorder 74, 75 and anxiety 76 and recently has been found to encode a large proportion of miRNAs differentially expressed in white blood cells from patients with schizophrenia. 58 Although the nature of their organisation is not entirely clear in humans, some of the miRNAs in this region could be processed from a single large polycistron such as Mirg (miRNA-containing gene, also known as Meg9), which appears to be the case in the mouse. However, it seems more likely that the majority of miRNAs in this cluster are encoded by Figure 4 . The 6q32 miRNA cluster. (a) Schematic representation of the imprinted rat distal 6 domain (human 14q32). The positions of maternally expressed non-coding RNA genes are indicated by pink squares and paternally expressed genes are indicated by blue squares. The positions of small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) and miRNA genes are indicated by vertical bars and triangles, respectively. The intergenic germlinederived differentially methylated region (IG-DMR) located between Dlk1 and RGD1566401 (better known as MEG3 or GTL2) genes is methylated on the paternal chromosome (represented by circles; filled indicates hypermethylated; open indicates hypomethylated). PAT indicates paternal chromosome; MAT indicates maternal chromosome. miRNAs in dark-red font were significantly differentially expressed in the left hemisphere following treatment and miRNAs in green were also differentially expressed, although did not reach significance after correction for multiple testing. The figure is not drawn to scale. The figure is adapted from Seitz et al. 59 (b) Expression of the Ca2 + -activated transcription factors, myocyte enhancer factor 2C and myocyte enhancer factor 2D, as validated using quantitative reverse transcription-PCR. Mef2c was significantly downregulated 9.9-fold (P = 0.026) following maternal immune activation (MIA) combined with adolescent HU210 exposure, whereas Mef2d was significantly downregulated 7.6-fold (P = 0.037) following HU210 exposure alone and 4.4-fold (P = 0.045) following MIA combined with adolescent HU210 exposure. Bars indicate the mean fold change (treatment to control) mean ± s.e.m.; (n = 3-4); # Po0.06, *Po 0.05 unpaired Student's t-test. (c) Mef2c expression plotted against the expression of 6q32 miRNA (miRs − 134, − 431, − 433, − 540, − 668, − 758 and − 770) attained a correlation coefficient of 0.88 (P o0.0001). (d) Schematic of the KEGG mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase signalling pathway generated using DAVID. Putative miRNA target genes of the miRNA differentially expressed in the left hemisphere of poly I: C-treated animals, which were also exposed to HU210 during adolescence, were identified. The predicted gene lists were subjected to KEGG pathway analysis, which identified these genes as being highly enriched in the MAP kinase signalling pathway. Putative target genes are indicated with a red star. tandem arrays of related intronic sequences. 59, 71 Following treatment, the miRNAs in this cluster demonstrate bidirectional expression changes, suggesting that the genes encoding these molecules are responding more to differences in their local transcriptional environment, which over-ride the prevailing cluster-wide influence. They may also display isolated differences in their splicing or primary transcript processing, or pre-miRNA cleavage and maturation.
It is possible that because of their involvement in brain development and dendritic re-modelling, these miRNAs may be involved in an adaptive response, altering neural circuitry associated with environmental stressors. Interestingly, a recent study by Meerson et al. 9 identified stress-induced changes in miRNA expression in the hippocampus and central amygdala of adult rats. The study investigated miRNA involvement in governing region-specific stress-induced changes in alternative splicing; however, closer examination of the altered miRNA reveals changes in nine miRNAs mapped to the 6q32 cluster. In a recent study by Laufer et al. 77 the expression of several miRNAs from this region were altered in the adult mouse brain following fetal alcohol exposure. Interestingly, the expression of these miRNAs showed the same trend, up or down, as those altered following combined prenatal poly I:C treatment and subsequent adolescent cannabinoid exposure in the current study. The study also demonstrated that a large proportion of the miRNAs from this region had differential DNA methylation. Disruptions in adult DNA methylation could potentially be responsible for the changes in miRNA expression observed in this region and certainly warrant further investigation.
Another possibility is that a cluster-associated transcription factor may be responsible for the observed expression changes in miRNA expression. This miRNA cluster has been shown previously to be regulated by the Ca2 + /neural activity-depended Mef2 transcription factor. 60 In support of this hypothesis, we also observed significant changes in Mef2c and Mef2d, which were highly correlated with several miRNAs encoded at 6q32 (Figure 4c ). This transcription factor was recently shown to be directly modulated by MIA via major histocompatibility class I molecules, resulting in reduced cortical synapse density in offsprings.
78 Mef2 isoforms have also been shown to regulate multiple aspects of synaptic development. 79 Mef2c is normally highly expressed in the EC 80 and is the major isoform involved in hippocampal synaptic function. 81 This gene is known to have a crucial role in the development of specific cortical layers 80, 82 with the decreased expression of Mef2c during neurodevelopment resulting in abnormal distribution of neurons in the cortical plate and subsequent developmental abnormalities, such as abnormal anxiety-like behaviors and decreased cognitive function. 82 As afferent connections from the EC must enter the hippocampus in a layer-specific manner during neurodevelopment, 67 the reduced expression of Mef2c following treatment as seen in our study, along with its correlation with alterations in expression of seven of the 6q32 miRNA including miR-134, could potentially contribute to the altered transcription of this cluster and ultimately to impaired neurodevelopment of the EC.
Function of differentially expressed miRNA in the left EC When comparing the effect of treatment to that of vehicle-treated controls, all treatments induced alterations in miRNA expression, with the effects occurring predominantly in the left hemisphere. To further understand how these changes might have an impact on the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, predicted targets of differentially expressed miRNA were subjected to pathway analysis. As neurogenesis in the rat EC begins on GD 15, 83 the findings that prenatal administration of poly I:C induces alterations in the expression of miRNA predicted to regulate important neurodevelopmental processes suggest that MIA at this stage of development could lead to aberrant development of the EC. Similarly during adolescence, a time of continuing neurodevelopment, exposure to the cannabinoid HU210 was also found to induce alterations in the expression of miRNA predicted to regulate pathways important to neurodevelopmental processes. It is plausible that these alterations could result in malformation in this region as seen in schizophrenia, which leads to functional disturbances.
Following MIA in combination with adolescent cannabinoid treatment of offspring, pathway analysis of predicted target genes suggests that MAP kinase and Wnt signalling could be adversely affected. Our results are consistent with studies in animals showing that prenatal treatment with poly I:C in mice results in aberrant expression of proteins involved in MAP kinase signalling in the prefrontal cortex of adult offspring 84 and with post-mortem human studies showing a disruption of the MAP kinase pathway in schizophrenia. 85 Importantly, along with its role in neuronal maturation and plasticity, MAP kinase signalling is crucial for memory consolidation in the EC. 86, 87 Given that the EC is a relevant node in the network mediating learning and memory, alterations to this pathway may contribute to the cognitive deficits particularly memory impairment, that are frequently observed in schizophrenia. Not surprisingly, this pathway is also enriched when analysing predicted target genes of differentially expressed miRNA on 6q32. For example, two 6q32 miRNAs with significant hemispheric differences in the two-hit group, miR-134 and miR-323, are known to be crucial for learning and memory formation. 88, 89 In particular, overexpression of miR-134 has been demonstrated to significantly impair long-term memory formation 89 and has been observed in post-mortem dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Brodmann Area 46) of schizophrenia patients. 53 We also observed that interaction between early and late environmental insults can induce significant differences in miRNA expression between the left and right hemispheres. Predicted targets of these miRNAs were subjected to pathway analysis that again revealed MAP kinase signalling as being highly enriched. Putative target genes in this pathway include Akt1, Bdnf, Pak2 and Plcb1, all associated with schizophrenia. [90] [91] [92] [93] When comparing the combined treatment group with their single-exposure counterparts, we also observed Wnt signalling as being highly enriched. Putative target genes in this pathway include: Fzd3, Fzd5, Psen1, Prkca, Tp53, Wnt1, Wnt2b and Wnt7a. This finding is consistent with studies in animals showing that maternal infection in mice results in altered Wnt signalling, leading to decreased cellular proliferation in the cerebral cortex, 29 and with post-mortem human studies showing a disruption in Wnt signalling in schizophrenia. 94, 95 During development, Wnt signalling is required for cell proliferation and differentiation, cell polarity generation and embryonic patterning. During adulthood, Wnt signalling mediates synapse density and numbers, and hippocampal network structure, 96 and has a role in regulating the extension of dendrites to form functional synapses with projections from the EC. 97 Along with MAP kinase signalling, Wnt signalling also has an important role in long-lasting spatial memory formation processing and long-term memory formation. 98, 99 It is therefore plausible that changes in these signalling pathways, because of perturbations in EC miRNA expression following the interaction of both an early and late environmental insult, may lead to aberrations in synaptic remodelling that ultimately contribute to the cognitive and memory deficits observed in schizophrenia. In accordance with this rationale, a series of human and animal studies suggest that antipsychotic drugs used in the treatment of schizophrenia may provide long-term benefits through their ability to modulate the MAP kinase signalling pathway and thereby have an impact on neuroplasticity (reviewed by Molteni et al. 100 ). For example, the antipsychotic drug aripiprazole, used in the treatment of psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, has been shown to induce neurite outgrowth, an effect that can be blocked by MAP kinase inhibitors. 101 Interestingly, Mef2c has also been shown to coordinate the biological response to different types of extracellular stimuli in vivo through the integration of MAP kinase signalling pathways. 102 In support of the relevance of the EC in mediating learning and memory and the crucial role of MAP kinase signalling in memory consolidation, developmental deletion of Mef2c in the forebrain has been demonstrated to cause hippocampal-dependent learning and memory impairments. 103 It is therefore plausible that MIA combined with adolescent cannabis use could alter expression of Mef2 transcription factors, and consequently the 14q32 miRNA cluster, resulting in alterations to MAP kinase signalling and ultimately cognitive deficits. As a caveat to the assertions made via functional annotation of miRNA target prediction approaches such as TargetScan, we note that these are prone to false-negative and false-positive attributions, which may have a significant influence on the composition of pathways. 104 While the more inclusive method used in this study will have some false-positives, we are confident that it is more robust than using the stringent intersection of multiple algorithms, which incurs a significant cost in false-negatives. As a large number of predicted miRNA target genes have been shown to display positive correlation with the miRNA rather than the expected inverse correlation, with miRNA also being capable of protecting or even elevating the steady-state levels of their target mRNA, 104 this method will accurately reflect the divergence of pathways enriched with target genes and possible alternative cellular functions.
CONCLUSIONS
This study represents the first comprehensive characterisation of miRNA expression using a novel two-hit model of environmentrelated psychopathology. Prenatal treatment with poly I:C, adolescent cannabinoid exposure and a combination of both were observed to induce significant changes in miRNA expression in the left hemisphere of the EC as compared with vehicle-treated controls. In particular, when comparing the effect of treatment alone between the left and right hemispheres, offspring of poly I: C-treated rats that were exposed to cannabinoid treatment during adolescence displayed sizeable differences (98%) in hemispheric miRNA expression compared with the single-hit groups. A large subset of these miRNAs are clustered within the Dlk1-Dio3-imprinted domain on 6q32, which is associated with the syntenic human locus in schizophrenia, and are predicted to regulate pathways involved in synaptic remodelling, learning and memory formation. Although alterations in Mef2c expression occur almost equally in response to both the individual and combined treatments, it may be that MIA triggers alterations in Mef2c-induced transcription of miRNA in the 6q32 cluster. 14, 16 As cognitive dysfunction is now recognised as a central characteristic of schizophrenia and has been consistently demonstrated to have a negative association with functional outcome, 12 understanding the molecular basis of these deficits with respect to alterations in miRNA expression and the downstream effects on target genes is of great importance. Our results support the hypothesis that cortical miRNA expression is modified by environmental factors including early developmental immune activation and adolescent cannabinoid exposure, and these alterations may regulate changes in the molecular network dynamics underlying the synaptic reorganisation associated with mental illness.
